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Standard packaging quantities are noted above, but variances may occur.
DCOF rating is a measurement of a tile’s frictional resistance. It is the specifier’s responsibility to ensure the chosen tile is appropriate for each interior and exterior application. 

RECOMMENDED USES
Commercial
Residential
Interior Floor
Interior Wall
Exterior Cladding
Fireplaces
Shower Walls
*Shower Floors
Steam Showers
Pool & Spa 

METALWOOD SERIES 

PRODUCT TYPE
Rectified Color Body Porcelain

STOCKED COLORS
Metalwood Argento
Metalwood Carbonio
Metalwood Iridio
Metalwood Platino

STOCKED SIZES
12 × 24 × 9.5mm
**2 × 2 × 9.5mm Mosaic Mesh

STOCKED TRIM
3 1/2 × 24 × 9.5mm SBN

Metalwood Carbonio

The Metalwood series is a rectified color body porcelain which has a 
subtle metallic striation design on the face of the tile. This series adds a 
beautiful textural aesthetic to any design project. Also, it’s versatility in 
applications range from the most original building of modern architecture 
to the restoration of classic buildings. Metalwood is specifically designed 
with commercial applications in mind and suitable for dry, wet or 
humid spaces. In addition it is ideal for high traffic applications and can 
withstand significant physical-chemical stress. And because this material 
is a porcelain product, minimal maintenance is required.
Piece to piece variation in shade or color are inherent in all fired clay 
products; therefore, it is recommended to mix tiles from several boxes 
at a time during installation to achieve the best range of color. When 
mixing sizes within a series, shade, texture and calibration differences 
should be expected.  This series is suitable for residential and commercial 
applications.
For proper bonding, LFT/LHT  mortar for large format and heavy tiles 
should be used when installing tiles with a dimensional length greater 
than 15 inches, and rectangular shape and plank tile, per industry 
standards. Proper thinset coverage is also necessary, and in some cases, 
back buttering of tile may be required. 

D.C.O.F. WET: ≥0.42
P.E.I. RATING: 5
FROSTPROOF: Yes

*2 × 2 Mosaic Mesh Only

**Tiles are randomly placed on mesh. A one-
directional pattern is available by request.

SIZE SF/PIECE PIECES/BOX SF/BOX BOXES/PALLET SF/PALLET

12 × 24 × 9.5mm 1.9368 6 11.6208 48 557.7984

2 × 2 × 9.5mm Mosaic Mesh 0.9588 10 9.588 45 431.46

3-1/2 × 24 × 9.5mm Surface Bullnose (SBN) N/A 18 N/A N/A N/A

PRODUCT CONTAINS 
≥20% PRE-CONSUMER 
RECYCLED CONTENT

≤33%
OFFSET

When installing rectangular or square tiles 15 inches or 
longer with a staggered joint, it is recommended that 
the offset should not exceed 33%, unless otherwise 
specifi ed by the manufacturer.

Metalwood Argento 2 × 2 Mosaic Mesh

Metalwood Carbonio 2 × 2 Mosaic Mesh

Metalwood Iridio 2 × 2 Mosaic Mesh

Metalwood Platino 2 × 2 Mosaic Mesh

Special Order Sizes, Colors and Finishes 
Available: Please contact your Sales 
Representative for more details. 

SPECIAL ORDER


